Does Your Organization Face Capability Building Challenges?
Growing the capabilities of your workforce is critical for maintaining your organization’s competitive advantage. Allegro Learning Solutions offers a comprehensive suite of educational products
to acquire, train, upskill, and retain the human talent necessary for your organization’s success.

Does your organization face these challenges?
•
•
•
•
•
•

A lack of workforce diversity?
Developing a steady pipeline of talent, especially at the entry level?
Fragmented, expensive, and ineffective training?
Underdeveloped professional, transferable, and soft skills, especially in new hires?
Retention of employees who feel you are not “investing” in them?
Institutional knowledge leaving through Boomer-age retirees?

If these challenges seem too familiar, consider Allegro Learning Solutions as a partner. We provide the services your organization needs to grow capabilities through knowledge and education.

How Do We Do This?
Allegro Learning Solutions provides the knowledge and programs to build the workforce of the
future. Together, we evaluate your educational capabilities end to end. Allegro then adds the critical missing capabilities for your program: planning, content, delivery, or administration.
If your most critical gap is administration, we provide the processes, platforms, and know-how
to create a model for education and learning within your organization. If your most critical gap is
developing technical content, we customize our content to create rigorous and industry-approved
curriculum for you.

Our Services

Allegro fills critical gaps in your education capabilities. Some of our services include:
•

Content – modules on technical and professional topics such as Silicon Valley Innovation, Cybersecurity, Blockchain, E-business, UX, communications, PM, team collaboration, and more.

•

Program Management – program management, assessment, outcomes planning, role knowledge
assessment, credentialing, and instructors for intensive learning programs.

•

Apprenticeships – registered apprenticeship programs for technology positions which often include subsidized funding.

•

DEI Programs – increase diversity in your organization by connecting your DEI efforts to educational outreach and programs.

Contact us today to discuss how you can build the workforce of the future!
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